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ABSTRACT

The structure of (1,0) and (2,0) supersymmetric o-models with

Wess-Zuaino term coupled to d = 2 conformal supergravity is described.

The locally supersymmetric (li ,0) model with heterotic fermions is

discussed. Implications of the heterotic a-models for heterotic strings

propagating in a curved background are elucidated.
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1. INTRODUCTION

We define the heterotic a-models to be those with (p,q) type

supersymmetry [ l ] , generated by p left-handed real or_ pseudoreal Majorana-

Weyl charges and q left-handed ones, with p / IJ.

The (p,q.) superalgebra with real Majorana-Weyl supercharges exists

in 2 mod 8 dimensions. I t s anticonmutators are

5 <?*-., % ] - nf ̂

where Ẑ  are the central charges. In d = 2 the (p,0) algebra admits a

superconformal extension with one of the following tioEonic subalgebras [2]

0{1,L) © HI pi p i l

(1.2)
0(2,1)© O(f) P = l , 2 ; - '

So far only actions based on 0(2,1) [3], 0(2,1) © S0(2) [h], and

0(2,1) © SU(2) [5] have been constructed. In fact, it has been argued

that these are the only ones which can admit an extension to an infinite

dimensional (Virasoro) superconformal algebra [6].

The (p,qj superalgebra with pseudoreal MaJorana-Weyl spinors exists

in 6 mod 8 dimensions. Its antlcommutatoi's are

(1.3)
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where 2 = -SI . and 11 = -fl are the invariant tensors of Sp(p/2)
lj Ji rs sr

and Sp(q./2), respectively. In d = 6 the (p,o) case admits a superconforaal

extension with bosonic subalgebra 0(6,2) © Sp(p/2) [2],

In this paper we shall focus our attention to the description of the

(1,0), (2,0) and (k,0) heterotio o-models in d = 2, and their coupling to

canformal supergravity. Our main motivation for considering these models is

that, when free of all possible anomalies, they describe consistent first

quantized spinning strings propagating in the a-model target manifold.

Generically, the (p,0) models contain the following off-shell

supermultiplets

, U L JF)

where e (U,BL « 1,2) is the zveibein, ty is the (left-handed) gravitino,
U lib

A is absent in the (1,0) model, the gauge field Of U(l) in the (2,0)

model, and of SU(2) in the (4,0) model. The scalars + are the string

coordinates and v their fermionie partners. The heterotic fermions, L ,

have no physical bosonic partners, as F is the auxiliary field, and among

Other things, they are needed for the cancellation of the d = 2 Dorentz

anomaly [7].

The fields of the conformal supergravity multiplet have no dynamics.

They act as Lagrange multipliers whose equations of motion are nothing but

the Virasoro constraints, essential for a consistent ghost-free description of

the string.

Actions for the (p,o) models, generically, consist of three parts:

(a) An action which is tne supersymmetric extension of the kinetic term

3 <j> 3 % g , where g.. is the metric on the scalar manifold, (b) an action
U lj 1J uv i J

vhich is the supersymmetric extension of the Wess-Zumino term e 3 if 3^$ B .

(Only for p = 1 (a) and (b) are separately supersymmetrics see below (3.13)).

(c) and an action which is the supersymmetric extension of the kinetic

term for the heterotic fermions. The curl of B., has the interpretation of

torsion. The fact that B., can ~be set equal to zero without losing

supersymnetry is in contrast to the case of Green-Schvarz superstring actions [8]

where a Wess-Zumino term defined in superspace [9] Is necessary for Green-

Schwarz-Siegel invariance [8],[l0].

One can also add to the action the Ppincare supersymmetric extension
(2) (2)

of the Fradkin-Tseytlin term n(it)E , where a is the dilaton and R i s

the d = 2 scalar curvature [11]. Since this term is conformally noninvariant

-3-

it should be treated as a one loop counterterm which contributes to the trace

anomaly [12].

In the absence of the Wess-Zumino term, the geometry of the scalar

manifold is restricted by supersymmetry to be [13](a) Riemannian in the

(1,0) model (t>) Kahler in the (2,0) model and (c) hvper-Kahler in the

(4,0) model. These geometries'are not altered by going from rigid super-

symmetry to local supersymmetry , essentially due to the fact that there is

no gravitino kinetic term in d = 2 [5]. (When there is one, the variation

J v p[Dv,D ]e gives information on the curvature of the holonony group which

is related to the automorphism group of the superalgebra).

In the presence of the Wess-Zumino term the geometry of the globally

supersyrametric (p,0) models is modified [lit] by the introduction of a totally

antisymmetric torsion G as follows
1JK

where G
ijk Gij g4k l s

G i j k = i

b v (a* least locally)

In the (1,0) model there is no further condition on G.

(1-5)

(1.6)

In the (2,0)

model, an extra condition on G
ijk

arises due to the fact that the complex

structure J. is covariantly constant with respect to the torsionful

connection

Together with the integrability condition for J. (I.e. the vanishing of the

Nijenhuis tensor [15]),(1.7) implies

]i«tn

J-

(1.8a)

(1.8b)

*) In Eef.[5] i t has been argued that the quaternionic geometry is allowed in

the (\,k) model coupled to conformal supergravity.

t I



where

(1.80)

and (1.8b) follows from (1.7) and (l.8a). If the heterotie feraions,

(r.= l,...,l), are coupled to a gauge connection A.

of the action requires that [l]

then the supersymmetry

where F is the Yang-Mills curvature of A.

In the (U,0) model, the restriction (1.7) applies to each one of

the three complex structures J.J (I = 1,2,3) satisfying an SU(2) algebra
T T TT TTK K ^

j-V = -S + E J^. One consequence of this Is [lU]

where

(1.10a)

-t t

(1.10c)

In the case of coupling the heterotie fermions to a Yang-Mills

connection, supersymmetry imposes the condition

(1.11)

Coupling of the (1,0) and [2,0) models with Wess-Zumino term to

conformal supergravity does not modify the geometry described above [16].

Whether this will be the case also for the locally supersymmetric Ct.O)

model with Wess-Zumino term remains to be seen.

-5-

We now turn to a more detailed description of the tp.Oj models.

We shall elaborate most on the (1,0) model, since it is the only one in

which the scalar manifold is allowed to be a group manifold. Further, the

group manifold seems to be the only known manifold which leads to a non-

perturbative and nontrivial fixed point of the B-function [17] thereby

allowing the possibility of reducing the critical dimension for strings [18I,

[19], [20]. We shall elaborate on this at some length in Sec. 2. The (2,0)

and the C*,0) models will be discussed in Sec. 3 and Sec. U respectively.

2. THE (1,0) MODEL

The supermultiplets of the (1,0) model are

, V

(2.1)

All the fermions are Majprana-Weyl. The scalars + are real and they

parametrize an arbitrary Hiemannian manifold, M. The heterotie fermions take

value in a vector bundle over M, with fibre metric G (+), connection

A.rs( + ) , and structure group G£SO(t) [l]. Locally one can take G = S
1 v rs

Then the Lagrangian for the (1,0) model reads

parameter, a*, can be introduced through the scaling

S .
rs rs

[16] (the string tension

*) Conventions: (+-), 01

Fierz identity: - |(tx)
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i i.

(2.2)

= -e"'t« (2.7)

Note that OJ drops out in the action, hut not in the spinor field equations.

The action of y *

up
is invariant under

A,, rn

vhere

(2.3a)

(2.3b)

and

(2-!*)

(2.5)

where (e,n,A ,Am) are the parameters of supersymmetry, special (conforms!)

supersymnetry, dilatation and Lorentz transformations, respectively.

The algebra closes off-shell on all the fields hut l r , on which i t

closes on-shell. For off-shell closure on ), , one introduces the auxiliary

fields F as follows:

ft

In terms of the covariantly constant vielbein fields, V. , on the scalar

manifold, the spin connection reads

UJ<

(2.6)

IT \ Bin nm
where G. . = B. , , V T . The supercovariant spin connection u = -« E

iao IJK a D V U
is given by

-1-

*) The dilatation gauge field b has been set equal to zero by use of

conformal boost transformations. It can easily he reintroduced by an

b E. Although in this way i t appears

in the transformation rules, i t drops out in the action.

n-transformation with parameter y b E

-8-



In any event, the nontrivial part of the conformal auperalgebra is.

given ty

(2.10)

where .- X

The Lagrangian given in (2.2) can be interpreted as describing a

spinning string propagating in gravity ), tordion (B ,) and Yang-Hillsj, g

U i r )' background. The dilaton, flU), can also be coupled to the string [11 ]

as n(if,)H where R is the a = 2 scalar curvature. This coupling is

not conformally invariant, however interpreted as a eounterterm it does serve

a purpose; it contributes to the trace anomaly [12]. The supersymmetric

extension of this coupling is

( 2 . n )

(2)
where D^ and_ H contain the superoovariant spin connection u (e I(I).

In proving the supersymmetry of (2.11), it is useful to recall that

eR 2 = -2zVV3^, and that Sa (e,^) = - 4 i E Y V * ,.

In order to couple the Yang-Mills field to string we introduced new

fermionic coordinates, namely Ar. Another way to achieve this coupling is

to let if be the coordinates of the direct product of spacetinse with a

compact internal space, and to perform dimensional reduction with suitable

ansatze for g ^ , B ^ and !). This programme has been carried out for group

manifolds in Refs. 21 and 22. The ansatze these authors consider is

/

(2.12)

- 9 -

* ^

(2.13)

(2.lit)

a I,
where (x ,y ) are the coordinates of (spacetiroe, group manifold), and

V/ =- A.VL1.,,) - g/u) f̂ fyj (2.15)

Here, a = 1,..., dim 0, and (L1, R1) are the (left, right) killing vectors

on G. The gauge fields (A , B ) are those of ( G , G ). Substitution of
0t fit Li r!

(2.12) - (2.114) in to the bosonic pa r t of the ac t ion (2.2) y i e l d s a GT x Go

invar ian t gauged a-madel with Wess-Zumino term in d = 2 [21] , [22]

I n s e r t i o n of (2.12)-{2.1*0 in to the f u l l ac t ion (2.2) y i e ld s the d = 2

supersymmetric extension of t h i s gauged o-model. Note t h a t the supersymmetry

transformat ion laws (2.8) remain unchanged while t he gauge t ransformation
laws of A , B

a a
and B are deduced from a special general coordinate

op
transformation in d + d dimensions characterized by

and arfcitrary [21],[22].5 i(x,y) = (0, aa(x)L i(y) + Ba(x)Ri(y)) with oa

a a r

Mote also that the dimensional reduction of the X -dependent sector of our

action (2.2) with a suitable ansatz for A_rS(x,y) would lead to the coupling

of the scalar fields to the spinning string in d dimensions.

*) One can also gauge the isometries of the internal space which depend on

the coordinates of the two dimensional spacetime by introducing a d = £

vector multiplet [l6]. However, in this case B__(y) must have vanishing

Lie derivative with respect to the gauged isometries.

-10-



Considering the case d = 10 and G = E» i E-, one may establish a

relation between the model described above, and the coupling of the heterotic

string to its maasless sector [21],[22], Although there are interesting

results obtained in this direction, the question of how the fermionic sector

of the heterotic string arises is somewhat mysterious in this approach.

A remarkable scheme to explain the fermionic sector starting from d = 26

and compactifying nontrivially to d = 10, is due to Gasher et al. [23]

according to which one identifies the transverse d = 10 spacetime group,

60(8) , with the S0(8) diagonal subgroup of
spac c T- line

S0(8). x S0(8) . . , and choose the embedding S0(8). . ., C G
internal spacetime* internal^" B

to be such that the adjoint of G contains the 8 representation of
E a

Tn this way, for example the G gauge field B (x) will
R C(

B (x ) , where a i s H, spacetime index, and m i s an H,
a d d

contain

spinor index, which then can be interpreted as the d = 10 gravitino.

An alternative approach to the problem of hov to generate the fermionic

sector of the heterotic string might be to elevate the bosonic coordinates
i M

<|> (CT,T) to superspace coordinates z ( O , T ) , and consequently the bosonic

fields g ^ U ) , B..U) and !)(<{>) to the superfields g,,(z) and £i(z),

respectively, in d + d bogonic dimensions [2U], One may then look for a

Green-Schwarz-Siegel type world-sheet local supersyrametries which may put

constraints on the geometry of the superspace, thereby reducing the number of

physical fields contained in these superfields which, in general, have

enormous number of components. This procedure would be analogous to that of

Wltten's [35] describing the Green-Schwarz superstring action [8] in d = 10,

N = 1 curved superspace.

Focusing our attention to the (1,0) model described in (2.2) we now

discuss the conditions under which it describes a consistent first quantized

spinning string. First of all, let us consider the special case when the

scalar manifold is M, x G, where M, is a d-dimensional Minkowski spacetime
d d

and G is a group manifold. At least at the string tree level, the

consistency of a string model propagating in M x G requires that in the
d

first quantized theory the super Virasoro algebra holds (to Insure conformal

Invariance) with a fixed constant value of the central extension (to insure
Lorentz invariance in M,).

d

The salient features of checking the super Virasoro symmetry In the

(1,0) model is as follows [26]. Firstly, on H d x G the action, (2.2),

decomposes into the sum of an action on M and one on G. For notational

convenience let the action (2.2) be the one on G. Hence it will be understood

that the total action is (2.2) plus the standard Neveu-Schvarz-Ramond action [3]

{with chiral fermions) on M,.

d

Since the third Betti number of a group manifold is nonvanishing, the

field B.. is not globally well-defined. Demanding that the ambiguity in its

definition does not lead to a multivalued action requires the rescaling of

V<' a..
i—; " 'j V e (2.16)

«here a is the radius of G, and the curl of the new B,. is proportional

to the structure constants f of G (See below). In the superconformal

gauge (g^^ = e n,,,,i *,. = Y c K and background choice A.rS = 0, it followsg 1 .
i i r

that the field equations for the physical fields <Ji ,x and X are

A" N o
(2.19)

In terms of the left killing vectors L? (satisfying [L.,L.] = f.
aa 1 1 J i

the
a_a 1

metric on G is g. = L7L . Hence,
ij i J

(2.20)

Note that f.,n = f . L?L.L
C where

ljk abc I j k
f , are the structure constants of G.
abc

Substituting (2.20) into (2.18) and setting G ~ -a. f.,.,, we find the term

(-l/2a + ka'Aa )*"*> which vanishes by choosing
Jit

k e (2.21)

r !

-li- -12-
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a 4
With this condition, defining X = X e v , the x-f ie ld equation [2.18)

0. As for the (f field equation, we f i r s t setreduces to y 3 x

G = -a f in (2.17) and then subs t i tu te for { } and f as

obtained from (2.20) . Recalling (2.21) we thus find the resu l t 9 / = 0 ,
V 1where J = (n - t V)L.3

1 v
In fact t h i s i s jus t the conserved current

i a i
L

corresponding to left translations, £tf> = a L , on G. There is also a

conserved current corresponding to right translations, 6$ = S R s on G.

One can easily obtain the conservation law, for example, from (2.l8) by

making use of (2.20) with L? replaced by Ra, and f., by -f., , or by

starting directly from ! J, = 0 and substituting the standard relation
a a. a. v

L. = i DK,, where iat>{$) is the adjoint representation. In the latter
case, one uses the relation (m~ 3.m) , = 2Br. .nR . Either method leads to

l ab L i j J J
the result : 3 j{Ja = 0 where

"UK (nu y +

•v _To summarize, the field equation for physical fields are 3 J; = 0,

} jj = 0, J x a = 0 and 3 * r = 0, where 1r = ep/ \T. The field equations
U H u y *

for (Minkowski) variables ni-e, of course, the usual free field equations.

The next step is to find the constraint equations, which are nothing but the

graviton and gravitino field equations, which we denote by T = 0 and

S « 0, respectively. Quantizing our system in the light cone gauge, and

recalling that obey the Kac-Hoody algebra [17], one finds that the

Virasoro generators L , L and F , which are essentially the Fourier
n n n

components of T , T and S , respectively, obey the super Virasoro

algebra given "by

11

(2.22)

12

-13-

the central extensions are given by

C -, Cd-2)
di

+ i^C
(2.23)

c -
AG

1-v
+ i

Here dfi is the dimension of the group manifold G, C is the second Casimir

eigenvalue in the adjoint representation, k is any positive integer, and I

is the number of heterotic ferroions lr. In (2.23) the contributions to c by

M^-bosons, G-bosons, M -fertnions and G-fermions, and in (2.21*) the

contributions to c by M -bosons, G-bosons an4 heterotic fermions are shown

separately. The fact that (2.22) is established shows that the system has

quantum confonaal invariance. However, since L and F are obtained in the
n n

light cone gauge one must check the Lorentz invarianee of the system. Since the

Lorentz generators involve 1^ and F , understandably the central extensions

c and "c play an important role, and in fact i t turns out that the Lorentz

invariance holds provided that (a) c = 12 and 'c = £l* (b) the constraint

(L - —) = (L - 1) holds and, (c) in the zero transverse momentum fraae the
2 1 2 1 r%j

mass is given by (̂ -) a'H = (L - —), where the operators L and L are
defined by

B + He, +

(2.25)

where E, E 1 , and e" are {0)l6 for (anti)periodic boundary conditions for

the M -fermions, G-fermions and heterotic fermions, respectively. Furthermore,

H's are the number operators with subscripts denoting bosons/fermions, and

superscripts standing for M,, G or heterotic.

-11.-



The conditions c = 12 and £ = 2k stated above, in view of (2.23)

and (2.2l») imply the following two conditions both of which must be satisfied

simultaneously:

and.

= IP - 1.
3

1--U-

(2.26)

(2.27)

We recall that k is any positive integer and C is given by

Sodn-ti) Sofa) Qt fy £( p ? £g

to

(2.28)

For simple Lie groups the solution of (2.26) has been already given in Eef.[20].

Clearly, (2.27) will also be satisfied for those solutions,in such a way that

Jt will be fixed. Thus the solutions to (2.26) and (2.27) for simple groups

can be summarized as follows [26]

& 8 S 6 $ i f i f 3 2 .

G 50(3) Jolt) SHU) 50(5) 50(5) $H(J) jitrt) so(S)

k i X i i X S L f -

1 3i 31 36 W 36 34 to 3Y (2 .29)

We shall neither discuss the mass spectrum,.nor the question of

modular invariance here. However, we wish to emphasise th.e d = 6 solution,

since anomaly free supergravity theories do exist in six dimensions. It is

concievable that the 36 heterotic fermions can give rise to a simply laced,

rank 18 group, H, via the Frenitel-Kac mechanism. In the-t case, the symmetry

group would be a rank 26-d = 20 group, SU(3) x H. The only other solution

in (2.29) having this property is the one in d = 3. In that case one expects

the rank 26-d = 23 group SU(lt) x H where rank H = 20. In connection

with the question of whether heterotic strings can exist in lower than 10

dimensions, and in particular, in 3, •* and 6 dimensions, see [28] ,[2?] ,[30].

We,now consider the case when the target manifold of our (1,0) model

is of the form M x K where K is a compact manifold of arbitrary dimensions

which, however, is not a group manifold. First of all it has been recently shown

that if K is a homogeneous manifold other than a group manifold, then the

a-model does not admit the Kac-Moody algebra as a current algebra [31]. This

means that for homogeneous K we cannot go through the analysis of the type

described above to determine the exact,nonperturbative central extension of

the Virasoro algebra underlying the (1,0) model. Nevertheless, one may try

to establish the Virasoro algebra directly without the benefit of the Kac-Moody

algebra of currents. Nonperturbative results are hard to obtain, however, due

to the presence of self-interactions. In the perturbative approach, one has to

show that the (1,0) model is free from super-Weyl anomalies (dilatation and

conformal supersymmetry), super-Lorentz anomalies (Lorentz, supersymmetry), and

o-model anomalies [32] (due to AT S(*) and us . a ) [l]. Assuming that the

super-Weyl and super-Lorentz anomalies form separate multiplets, one then only

has to worry about the dilatation, Lorentz and a-model anomalies [33]. The

Lorentz anomaly is easily deduced from the work of Alvarez-Gaume and Witten [31*],
*)and vanishes for

I- ,

et+

where Jl is the number of heterotic fermions, d and

M and K, respectivelyt

(2.30)

are the dimensions of

The o-model anomaly, on the other hand, is given by

where A and 6 are the gauge

(

- i a'(tr A F - tr 9 R ) 3 4?2

parameters, and F. is the curvature of A while R. is the

*) Hote that (2.30) is satisfied by all the solutions listed in (2.29).

-15-
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valued curvature of the torsionful connection ab

u _
defined

in (2.6). These anomalies can be cancelled by attributing to 8 the

transformation law *B-. = ce'(tr A F - tr 9 R..} [1]. Hull has recently
ij lj ij

shown that the anomalies only change trivially if a covariant term is added

to the gauge connection [35]. Thus, letting

(2.31)

where T
ab is an arbitrary covariant tensor, the 3-form field strength

invariant under the modified transformation rules will be

U>jy (A) - (2.32)

where a, (w,T) are the usual Yang-Mills (Lorentz) Chern-Simons forms.

Replacing G by H in the (1,0) model given in (2.2) will clearly break

supersymmetry since

f-
(2.33)

= -ex1-where we have used the fact t h a t Sifi1 = -ex 1 - The G-tenn in (2.33) comes from

the v a r i a t i o n of the Wess-Zumino term. Using (2.32) in (2.33) one finds

U-H)

(2.:

One particular way to restore supersymmetry is to choose T . = -2 G. , and

under an embedding of K C S O ( d ^ ) into the gauge group G, to set the resulting

ui u) . equal to the gauge connection A. [36]-

-17-

The dilatation anomaly, i.e. the conformal of trace anomaly, is

especially important as it puts severe restrictions on the model. The

absence of the dilatation anomaly is ensured by the vanishing of the trace

of the renormalized stress energy tensor [12] ,[36],[37]

T=

(2.35)

where the g's are the g-functions, and c is the central extension of the

Virasoro algebra satisfied by the energy momentum tensor.

Thus, the model is conformally invariant provided that

fi f (2.36)

The S's and the c have been computed by several authors. The result, part

of which is still to be verified (see below), is [12],[36],[37]

f ij ' Kij (7+) - Vt-(?-)yi -

(2.38)

2.39)

In (2.39) R and V are defined with respect to the Christoffel symbol,

H is as defined in (2.32) with ill = a , and

For the definition of in

(2.1*0)

, see (2.6). The Q-terms in (2.37) and (2.39) come
(2)R(2)from the Fradkin-Tseytlin term SiR (see (2.11). The Chern-Simons terms

occuring in ^t^i\ = °> in (2.38) and in (2.39) to our knowledge, have not

been verified as yet. The ... in (2.37) refers to order ' terms, and to

order a1 terms which vanish upon the use of the zeroth order in a1 equation:

-18-



In summary, for the (1,0) model to describe a consistent (at the

string tree level) heterotic string moving in M x K, it is sufficient that

the conditions (2.30), (2.37), (2.38), (2.39) and A = a are satisfied.

In particular, demanding that (2.37)-(2.39) are satisfied order by order in

cc1 implies that d + d^ - 10 and I = 32. With those two conditions and

A = u satisfied, a special solution of (2.37)-(2.39) is obtained by setting

G = 0 = Si and by taking K to be a Ricci flat manifold. Two examples of

such solutions are: (a) d = k, K = Calabi Yau manifold, A = SU(3) gauge

field [38] (b) d = 6, K = K , A = SU(2) gauge field [39]. It is important to

realise that although case (a) involves a a-model which has global (2,0)

supersymmetry [38], as it is coupled to supergravity which has only (1,0)

supersymmetry, the full system is still a (l,0) model. With this in mind,

the a-model sector of a (1,0) model can "be chosen to have Ct,O) global

supersynunetry as well [36],

We conclude this section with the following remarks. Firstly, as

is veil known Eqs. (2.37)-(2.39) are closely related to the bosonic field

equations of the Green-Schvarz modified W = 1, d = 10 supergravity.

Furthermore, Eqs. (2.37) and (2.38), apart from the fi-dependent term, do not

depend on the fields of d = 2 conformal supergravity, and therefore they are

just the S-functions of a globally supersyiranetric a-model. In such a model

the conditions B.rs = 0 and S.. = V.(n )V. + 3,.X.,, where V. and X,

are arbitrary vectors, would suffice to insure on-shell finiteness [^0].

However, from (2.37)-(£.39) it is clear that,although necessary,these conditions

are not sufficient for the conformal invariance of the supersymmetric a-model

coupled to d = 2 conformal supergravity. Further conditions are X = 0 ,

V. = 3.0 and Eq. (2.39)

(3.2)

In coupling the system to the (2,0) conformal supergravity, it is convenient

to make the U(l) invariance manifest. To this end we work in a complex

coordinate system ij> (a = l,...,n) in which the complex structure reads [15]

(3.3)

0 -i i/

Hence, (3.1) becomes

with e + ie - £, and (3.2) now reads

- i A £ (3.5)

Clearly, e and j( are no longer Majorana-Weyl, but instead just Weyl spinors.

The scalar fields, $a, parametrize a Hermitian manifold with torsion,

and Egs. (1.5)-(1.B) hold. In particular, subsitituting (3.3) into (1.7) one

finds (recall that g „ = 0)
ap

= 0 (3.6)

Using this information in (1.5) one now finds

3. THE (2,0) MODEL

Denoting the supersymmetry parameter of the (l,0) model by e ,

the supersymmetry of the model can be extended to (2,0) by introducing a

second supersymmetry parameter, e , as follows [l] ,[13] ,

(3.1)

where J . is the complex structure on a Hermitian manifold, i.e. a manifold

with J.kj/g. , = g... Eq. (3-1) has the following local U(l)
1 J K.A IJ

invariance

g...

Therefore,

Furthermore, from (1.6), and (1.9) we have

( 3 > 7 )

( 3- 8 )

-19- -20-



We are now ready to present the (2,0) model vhich contains the

supermult iplet s

Con-tori*a\

f,

(3.10)

The spinors ip and x a r e Weyl (y,-ip = <Ji , T,-X = -x) . however l r i s

Weyl and Majorana (y \ r = X r ) . {See below ( 2 . 1 ) ) .

With (3.6)-(3.9) in mind, "by Noether procedure we find the following

Lagrangian for the (2,0) model [16]

-I Jtl,ol

(3.11)

where

-21-

' f r= - e

The action of (3.11) is invariant under

(3.12}

(3.13)

vhere (e, ns K,, A , A, A1) are the parameters of local super symmetry,

conformed, supersymmetry, dilatation, Lorentz, U{l) and U(l)1 transformations,

respectively. The fact that Xr i s inert under U(l) can he seen from the

commutator [it, S ] on XT, (See (3.11*)}, while the presence of the x *„

term in the action can be understood by noting that i t s n-variation cancels

the n-variation of A .

I t is important to realize that , unlike in the (1,0) case, the

G-dependent part of (3.11) is not separately supersymmetric, since in the

variation of the G-independent action one encounters g-ra i> vhich

vanishes for a Kahler manifold 'but is proportional to d (see 3.7)) for a

hermitian manifold with torsion G.

- 2 2 -



The existence of the gauge field A which gauges two U(l) groups

is a phenomenon peculiar to two dimensions. It can be test understood from

the analysis of the superconformal Lie algebra underlying the model [16],

A consequence of two U(l) invariances is that A has no degrees of

freedom. In analogy with e and 41 , A pl&ys the role of a Lagrange

It. THE (tt,O) MODEL

multiplier, yielding the constraint

quantization of the model.

X_y x = 0 needed in the

The nontrivial part of the superconformal algebra resulting from

(3.12) is

(3.11*)

where ^ = ( i E ^ e £ + h.c.}. Hotice the absence of the A1- transformations

in (3.11)) [16].

We conclude this section with remarks on the string applications of the

(2,0) model. As mentioned earlier, a globally supersymmetric (2,0) o-model

can occur in a {1,0} model, playing an important role in finding solutions

to the conditions (2.37) and (2.38) [36],[38]. In fact, with A • oi

(see Sec, 2 ) , a d^dimensional (2,0) manifold (Eqs.(l.5)-(1.7)) with

SU(a_V2) holonomy, and.satisfying 3S r
 Y = 0, already fulfills the

conditions (2.37) and (2.36), to lowest order in a1 [36]. In that case,

there remains only (2.30) and (2.39) to satisfy for an (1,0) model based

(order a1) consistent string theory. Hote that G need not "be vanishing

in this situation.

Insisting that the full locally supersymmetric (2,0) model describes

a spinning string (with U(l) symmetry), one runs into trouble. This is

mainly due to the fact that, in (2.39), the expression {d + d^ - 10) gets

replaced by (d + d^ - 2) [1*2]. Therefore in a perturbative (in cc') scheme

there does not exist a consistent U(l) spinning string. In a nonperturbative

scheme, one must find a nontrivial exact solution of (2.39). This is not easy,

however, since an (2,0) manifold can never be a group manifold, and

consequently the utility of Kac-Moody symmetry is not available here [31].

Extension of the (1,0) supersymmetry to C»,Q) proceeds naturally by

introduction of three additional supersymmetry parameters, e (I = 1,2,3), as

follows [13],[I1*]

1 T r:
(fc.D

We recall that J 1 j are the three complex structures obeying an SU(2)

algebra J J = -5 + E J , and are covariantly constant with respect to the

connection T which contains the torsion G.,k (See Eqs. (1.5), (1.6), (1.7)

and (1.9)). Recall also that as the torsion is switched off the scalar manifold

becomes hyper-Kahler.

Mext, we observe that Eq. C*.l) is Invariant under the following

transformations,

kt -

(U.2)

These transformations form the SU(2) subgroup of an SOCO Cx SU(2) x SU(2). To

see this, let us first introduce a notation which makes the SO(lt) transformations

manifest:

= 1. *,

t.3)

Since A describes SU(2) only, we have

-2k-



In this notation (t.l) and (U.2) becomes
where £2 h^AB^ a r ? ̂ ^e an*iByrame'tr:'-c invariant tensors of Sp(n} (Sp(l}).

The Weyl spinor x i s r e a l i n t n e sense that

, o.A

Ct.5)

Next, in order to make the-. SU(2) x SU(2) invariance manifest, we make use of the

SOU)

- 2 V

(14.6)

and define the supersymmetry parameter e and the spinar x as follows

Substituting (It.7) into (U.5} one finds

i ta

= -i A 1
(U.lO)

These are precisely the transformation rules resulting from the chiral truncation

of the {k,h) model of Ref. [5].

Using the notation (H.10) we now describe the C*,Q) model without a

Wess-Zionino term, but with heterotic fermions. The model contains the following

multiplets

v;A
t-7)

Here, a = l , . . . , 2 n labels Bp(n), A = 1,2 labels SU(2), A = 1.2 labels SU(2)

and V are the lln-heins On the scalar manifold satisfying X

-\,i

(= i , - - , ' ( t t , * = i P - , i

• » * , . . , ^

(1*.ID

-25-

where, we reca l l , A labels the global SU(2), A labels the local SU(2), and

B is the SU(S) gauge field. The spinors i(; and x are doubly-sympleetic-

Hajorana and Weyl (see C*.0)), and X is an ordinary Hajorana-Weyl spinor.

-26-



Chiral t runcat ion of the (b,'i) model [5 and addit ion or the h e t e r o t i - fermiotis
*)

yields the following result

c; re;

i + L F,~
) Dv A' + i f

where

- If u>i *

where

^Throughout we have^suppressed the SU(2) indices (A = 1,2) on <j>'
A A

AA

X J
aA -a. -aAj

and x » e-e- X W = X

inert under SU(2) x SU(2).

The action of Ct.12) is invariant under

• Note also that the heterotic fermions are
and (e , n > K,, A , A , A1 ) are the parameters of the local supersymmetry,

conformal supersymmetry, di latat ion, Lorentz local SU(2) and local SU(£)'

transformations, respectively. Furthermore,the supersynmetry of the

Xr-dependent part of the actions requires that

*) Symmetry properties: X b B
x
a A, X

for spinors of the same chirality:

, I.AB

- Fierz identity

spinors of the opposite chiral^y - ^(Y^)(Y J i s replaced

-27-

In fact, this condition arises in the cancellation of the F x 3* terms.

Provided that the complex suctuctures are represented as follows

%

Eq.(li.l6) reduces to Eq.(l.ll).

-i

- 2 8 -

tl

- * • • • • " -
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notice that although the (It,It) scalar multiplet of Ref. [5] is on-shell,

the (itjO) scalar multiplet obtained by its chiral truncation is off-shell. This

is similar to the situation in the (1,0) and (2,0) models discussed earlier.

The phenomenon of tvo SU(2) summetries gauged by one SU{2) gauge field is a.

nonabelian generatization of the similar phenomenon in the (2,0) model, and

again, because of it the SU(2) gauge field has no degrees of freedom.

The nontrivial part of the conformal superalgebra which follows from (It.lit)

is

u-r

The reader can verify that (It,19) is invariant under the SU(2} transformations,

(It.2), provided that the constraint (l.lOal is used.

Finally, we remark on the string application of the C*,0) model. Since

hyper-Kahler (or quaternionic) manifolds are not group manifolds, exact computation

of the central extension of the super-Virasoro symmetry underlying the (U,0)

model is difficult. Its perturbative evaluation, on the other hand, gives the

result c = (d + dR + 2)/l6w (see (2.39)), at the lowest order [MO,which is,

of course, physically unacceptable, nevertheless, the (̂ ,0) model is useful in

that its globally supersymmetric sector can be coupled to the (1,0) conformal

supergravity. In fact, an example of such a model which is conformal invariant

(i.e. satisfies (2.36)) at least to three loops has been provided by Hull [36]

and involves a manifold K which is a product of a tvo torus with a four

dimensional compact hyper-Kahler manifold.
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vhere

We now turn to the question of constructing the (U.0) locally super-

symmetric Wess-Zumino action. Working with the notation Ct.l) and (̂ t.2), the

Wess-2umino term can be introduced via Eq.(l.5) and (1.6), upon which the

torsion
ij k

must satisfy the condition (1.8), as a consequence of (1.7).

Since the globally supersymmetric Ct,O) model with torsion satisfying these

conditions already exist [lit], what remains to be shown is that the coupling

of the model to the (*t,Q) conformal supergravity containing Tp and if

(I = 1,2,3) is consistent with these conditions. This question is currently

under study [1*3]. In any event, we expect that the (*t,0) model will have a

structure similar to that of the (l,0) model. For example, the analogue of

the term occurring in (2.2) will now be

G;; (it.19)
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